280                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
Air chambers. jOi Each engine shall be provided with air vessels of sufficient capacity to insure smooth, easy and equal action of the pumps.
By.pass.              JJB    Each engine shall be provided with a by-
pass pipe, arranged to facilitate draining the pump mains and starting the engines.   '
Relief Valves. j2. Each engine shall be provided with a pressure relief valve designed and arranged to bypass the discharge of its pumps when the pressure on the pump mains exceeds 125 pounds per square inch.
53.     The  pressure  relief   to   be  of   sufficient capacity to by-pass total discharge of the engine.
54.     There shall be  platforms or galleries of cast iron plates or wrought iron open work at convenient locations upon the pump and steam ends, which will allow all of the operations necessary in running  and   maintaining  the   engines  to  be performed with the greatest safety and ease.
55.     The Contractor shall design, furnish and erect iron stairways,  landings and galleries leading from the top gallery down to the bottom of the pump pit, with all intermediate galleries and supporting girders, beams, and composition railings required to
, make them complete and satisfactory in all respects. All of the above to be made of neat and harmonious proportions, and arranged to leave sufficient space for hoisting and removing the pump chambers and other parts of the machinery without disturbing any beams, bed-plates or other stationary parts, or necessitating the removal of stairways, landings or galleries to any great extent.
LI*ht-                  56.   The galleries, stairs and platforms shall be
arranged to secure as good  diffusion of light down the pump pit as possible.
57. The stairs to be made without risers. Tread plates and all gallery plates to be made of a suitable open-work pattern.
All parts of stairs, galleries and platforms shall be accessible for inspection and painting.
Mechanism and Wearing Parts.
Ststrinessand 58. All moving parts shall be of ample strength and of sufficient stiffness to prevent undue vibrations in operation.
Sur           59-    All journals and wearing surfaces shall be
of sufficient size and of proper proportion to avoid excessive pressure and heating.

